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Loose the Quick release knob A 

of Takeway ® T1 and remove B 

Quick release clip. 
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Install T-TH01 Tablet Holder, 
screw in B Quick release clip on 
the back of the Tablet Holder 
with a coin or a flathead 
screwdriver. Screw in tightly, so 
that the Tablet Holder will not 
get loose. 
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T-TH01 Table Holder is an accessory for Takeway ® T1 Clampod. 
T-TH01 can be used for tablets with sizes from 7” to 10.2”. Before 
using the Tablet Holder, please install the base first, so that you can 
shoot in standing position at any time. 

Before using the product for the first time, please 
read through the user guide.
Please use this product correctly after fully 
understanding the content of the user guide.
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All information described in this user guide is based 

on the test standard of Takeway. Sorry for the 

inconvenience caused if there are any errors. The 

design and specifications of this product are 

subject to change without notice.
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Choose a proper place of the jaw 
of F . Clamp the tripod on a 
proper location. After it is done, 
shake the clamp gently to make 
sure it is fixed tightly so that it 
will not drop.
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When using the Clampod in 
standing position, H ballhead 
knob can adjust the Tablet to a 
proper angle. Balance and 
collision of the clamp has to be 
kept and avoided so that no 
falling can be occurred.
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Mount B Quick release clip with 
the Tablet on G Quick mounting 
platform and lock the clamp with 
A Quick release  knob. When 
shooting, please use H ballhead 
knob to rotate the Tablet freely in 
360 degree. Adjust the Tablet to 
a proper position and start 
shooting.
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Press the fasteners extending 
button and adjust fasteners C 
and D to a proper position. Place 
the Tablet close to the bottom of 
the Holder.

Press the E point of the top of 
the fastener C to fasten the 
Tablet. Please shake the Holder 
gently to make sure it was firmly 
fastened. 
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